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Clem Snide is an alt-country band featuring Eef Barzelay (guitar, vocals), Brendan Fitzpatrick (bass) and Ben
Martin (drums).
Clem Snide - Wikipedia
Bis (/ b Éª s / BISS) are a Scottish indie pop band composed of Steven Clark (Sci-fi Steven), John Clark (),
and Amanda MacKinnon (), formed in 1994. The band's name, rhyming with 'this', derives from "black iron
skyline", a lyric from the song "Twilight of a Champion" by The The.The band broke up in 2003, but re-formed
briefly in 2007 for a series of concerts.
Bis (Scottish band) - Wikipedia
In Pirates of the Caribbean, Will is supposed to be the main character.He has the sympathetic perspective
and gets the romantic subplot after all. The thing is, you just plain can't outdo Johnny Depp in a role like that.;
Anguirus from the Godzilla franchise, a giant dinosaur whose only power is his huge size and strength (no
flight, no transformations, no crazy energy beams), is the trope's ...
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